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r This ·paper is a survey of recent applications -of .the 
I 
Direct Methods of the Calculus of Variations to nonlinear 
0 I ' 
equations. R.· Courant has extensively t_reated the linear 
Sturm-Liouville Eigenvalue problem in terms of a quadratic 
functional called the Rayleigh Quotient. More recen~ly., 
Z. Nehari and others have been -a·ble · to generalize this 
./,· 
technique for nonlinear; s.econd-order differential equations . ., 
j ', 
• .•. ..I 
both singular and nonsingular. 
This variational approach has been most useful in 
establishing the existence of specific types of solutions 
.. . ... for a given differential equation. For instance,it is 
:shown that the equation 
-· 




where F(t.,x) is subject to conditions guaranteeing positiveness 
and continuitr, has solutions vanishing at both endpoints of 
any finite . ,i~tetval [ a, b] . Moreover, for each integer k, 
' 
there is a solut:·ion which vanishes (k-1) times in the sa~e 
~ '• ~ 
I 
"'interval (a,b). On the other hand., the eq~ation 
y" - yF(y,x) = O, 
is shown to have a positive solution through any point (a,A)., 
. 
A> 0., which decr~as~s monotonically i~ [a,oo). 
The solution in each -ease is, except for a corist.ant 
, 
multiple, cl fun~tion::· .. minimizing a functional J(y)., whic·h · 


























• Lagrange conditions. An interesting feature of this 
I., • 
variational approach is that once a positive lower bound 
· for 'the functional and a minimizing sequence have be.en 
shown to exist, the differential equation is used to ~ •' . 
generate another minimizing sequence converging to a 
solution having the desired properties. 
~2-· 
·~ Finally, a singular problem is also discussed, namely, 
'
' 1-k k = O U - U X · U , 1 ( k ( 5 , ' XE [ 0, oo) ~ 
This equation is shown to have a nonnegative continuous 
solution u(x) for whieh u{O)= u(oo) = O. . . ' Moreover-,· if 
1 < k < 4, it is shown that u 1 (0) is finite. 
' 
< 




•• ~. • 1. 
•' 
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~ I. INTRODUCTION· 
The simplest problem of: the Calculus ·of Variat"ions 
is· ·that of minimizing 
- b . 





over the class C of all continuous functions with piece-
/ 
wise con+inuous de;ivati~e on [a/h], passing through the 
two points (a.,A) and (b,B). It is well kno"Wll that a, 
~ ~ ' 
necessary condition .. for ( 1.1) to havet_ .. a minimllill y ,. is 
that y satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation~ 
? 
··1:f. the minimum pro.blem has a solution then tha·t·· solution 




boundary value prob.lem for the differential equat~on (1. 2) • 
However, sufficient conditions for the existence of an 
.y . 
extremal are not as easily obtained. It _is even possible 
to construct e~amples of· variational problems for· ·which 
there is no solution among the class of admissible functions. 
For instance, the functional ' r--, 
k: ... 






has a greatest ·lower bound of· zero over the cl.ass of all 
continuous funct-ions having piecewise eontinuous der~vative .... 
;, .. , .. 
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. 4 -- ' . . . •, '•, ''l ~ .• 
' > '>'•~~ 
,-. ... , 
-taking for arbitrarily small positive Ethe function y = -1 
... ~c 
for x < e., y = x /E for lxl ~ e, y = 1 for x > e. However, 
-' 
the integral· assumes the value zero: 9nly for the functions 
.. y =constant.Since no such function is admissible, the ) ! \ r1 
'· 
minimum problem has no solution. For a variational problem 
to have· a·· solution it·. is often necessary to impose additional 
restraints on the class of admissible functions. 
One of the most powe~ful methods devised for variational 
problems is the so-called Direct Method and is best illus-
/ 
trated by the Sturm-Liouville problem as treated by R. 
Cour.ant [ 1]. The technique employed here will lead us t.o 
\ 
generalizations for nonlinear equations developed mor-e 
• . • C, 
. .. , 
l - ··- ... •,(. 
recently by Z. Nehari [6], [7], and [8]. The results we pre~ 
sent_.are most directly related to the oscillation questions 
. I 
.Qf .djfferential· equations, although results concerning 
·boundedness are also obtainable. 
Consider the equation 
(1.3) (ry I) I -
- 0 
I 
with the homogeneous b.oundary conditions: 
(1.4a) 
(1.4b) 
" .. II 
r(a)y' (a) cosa 
. 
r(b)y' (b) cost3 
- y(a) • s1na 








where O ·~ a < .:·7r O < t3 ~ 7r, r' p,. q' ~: =· .. cr.a.;·11·1. ··we· :d·e.f·irte 
the functional J (y) /llyll 2 by 
b. b 
. 
j(ry'2 2 ~1.5) J(y) r(x)y' (~) + - + qy )dx -
a 
b ·a 
(1.6) II Y 11 2 , = Ji 2' PY dx., 
,l,. a 
,I 
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This quadratic functional is often referred to·as Rayleigh's 
_, 
, Quotient. 
Theorem 1.1 The eigenvalue problem (~.3) + (1.4) is 
solve·d by a solution to the minimum problem· -,} 
• J.' .. I :-., ., _,,I II 
.~ l. 
• min 
C J(y); y 11 2 J 
where C is the class of all c·ontinuous functions wi:Bh · 
pie~ewise continuous derivative on [a,b]J and satisfying 
(1.4) • 
Proof: "'F.pr ye ··CJ we can .al-ways find a normalization 
constant p such that llpyll 2 = 1. Moreover, since the 
~ 
' integral of J(y). is positive definite, J(y) is bounded 
below.· The minimum problem, therefore, makes sense and 
inf J(y) / 2 C ' . II Yll 
-. 
--~ . 
e:xists. Given any set ·of boundary conditions (1.4), we 
. 
""' 
c~n always construct a non-trivial function· -y ·:f·or which 
ii ' J . 
• J~(y) is fin\ite, sol that C is non-emp ·· . For instance, 
sin xis an admissible function fo~,y(O) = y(~) = Oo 
Since this is true in g·eneral, the Rayleigh Quotient must 
be smaller than or equal to that given by this particular 
function. We may'therefore restrict ourselves to the 
subclass C*(C for wh.ich ye C* ·implies llpyll 2 - 1 and 
J(y) ~ K, whe·re K is some finit~ constant!t · Since a 
solution to the minimal problem exists, there is a sequence 
{ yn} CCC* such_ that J (y1-1) ~ " for- n. -+ oo • To show C* is a n C> 
compact family, recall that rand pare positive and .con-•.. 
. .... -· """ .: Q., ' 
• ,;,.· • II/, 
\. ·- .. 
( . ~ 
' 
.... r·-.:--_-.• - ..... -, 
., 
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tinuous so that 
I' 
there exist· positive constants R, P, such 
a , 




















p(x) ~Pon [a,b]. 
. .. 
-
.J .. ) 
. . 
. . ,. 
. b 
r · 2 Jru I dt 
a 
,, 1 .:( (K/R) I x2 - x1 I: 




·so that C* is an equicontinuous family. Moreover., by the 
mean value theorem and the fact that llull 2 = 1, we have 
fdr some t e (a,b) • 
b b_ 
1 = Jpu2liX 
a . 





l·';""' ,. Therefore., for each u E C*, u(t) = A-·,.:· . . for some ·t· · e (a, b) ._ 
Upon set ting Xz = X and xl = t., we hav-.e: in the above 
. • . 
~ .. · ' 
.;_ .. 
\ 
ju(x) -·'A"" 1 p = (K/R)(b-a), thereby demonstrating that C* is' 
-~ 
unif0rmly bounded. By As coli I s Lemma., there exists a sequenceri,,·· 
~ ; f . 
. , .. ·.u -~-, ·• 
. which we shall also designate b Yn ~ contained in C* and 
II'•'·' 




now show that y is~the ~inimizing function, i.e., J(y) = A 0 
. 1 . ~ Let v .. e ·o [a,b] ·:for which v(a) = v(b) = O. Then 











































1_..•: ,.• •<, II l f • •, ~~,'"' ,I ~ tt 1 .,r ·.•,,·:J.•1 .·' •, , !
0 
,/,"l,,,·-3~.''1.·, l -1,_!,· 
• ..1,~ 
,., .... ,'- ,1•· .• , ... ,._.,' ,-· '. . 








"'I • •. ' ·~ •• .;. 'I • .. ~ ' 
,' ., . 
t,_ \ . 
!', l • 
. ~ ' . 
i 
'. :' '· -.\; 
/, ' ! -. ·,i,. ii .' '. 
for arbitrary e)O. This ·implies ~\. .. 
(1. 8) ' . 2 A + 2e B · + E C > O, 
n - n -
"C 
where 
Bn = B(yn,v) - (yn,v), 
. ·- 2 
C = J(v) - II vlf , • 
b 
B(yn;v) ~ r(x)y~(x)~(x) : 
b , 




+ qy v)dx.,_ 
. . . n .. . .· . 
r .b_ 
: I' (7 
'; .... 
. . ... 
·~1-
'· 
Since lim A = 0, for n large enough we can have A < e2, 
n ·. n n ·~ oo 
Thus . ·from ( 1. 7) ive .. :s-ee :that 




and since e can be made ar.biJ:/r·a.ri.I:y small we must con.c.ilu.d:e,· 
that 
(1.8) lim B(y J.V) ·-
n ~ ·oo ,n ;, . 
• 
(y J v) = 0. 
n 
. '"" . ' 
J '. :. i· . 
IJ 
~-
In par~icular_, :let < ;\ 1 •{\'f4 ' ' J .. i . be the Green's function defined by, '., ~, ·~- · · 
'I 
(b-a)g(x,t) = (x-a)(b~t) 
(t-a) (b-x) 
~ 
. I I' '~~ • ','\ 
a.: .. ~ X ~ t 
t.~ X ~ b 
.I ' 
Passing to __ the limit in (1.8) we obtain 
,, ·-· 
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,b l. . I -' • , ..... ' .. ,,, ,,,_._,.,_, .•• ,,-r~,.;.,-l., • 





which can be simplified to 
(b-a)r(t)y(t) = {b-t)r(a)y(a) + (t-a)r(b)y(b) 
f . b ·, 




By· differentiatin( .. fh:e left side with respect to ,t-1 solving -
' / 
for r(t)y'(t) and .differentiating again, we .find ~hat y(t) 
:Ls indeed a1 solution to )the equation 
' . _f . ' 
d , .. , d / 
dt[rft-J + [Xp(t) - q(t)] = 0. 
V 
Since. '.this is tirue for any t E [a, b-], :it follows that y 
' 2 ~ ' 
is· a C. s.olut:iort·of the s·ystem.(1.3)·-+:·(J.4). Multiplying 
• . I 
this e.qu:a.:tion. _by y and integrating qnce by -p.arts, we see 
that J(y} = A/Jy/1 2 so that y does in faCt, minimize the 
• 
f.!) 
· Rayleigh Quotient. I.f there _exists· a \* < /\ and a corres"".': 
' . ' 
1~-
p ond i ng function y* satisfying the system (1.3) +(1.4), 
then multiplying (1.3) by y*_ and integrating by p~rts, we 
see that. J_(y*) = A*lly'A'II~ w.hich contradicts the minimal 




































• r ,.~• .~ • 
~- ' -, ! • ·: ·.,. • • • ' .. : ! ' ' : ', . ,(' ''. ,... ' ; ... 'J ,;'.', . ,, ....... ,. ," '-~: ' ... . . . '' '. ·' . . '·;. ··: .. ·, :_ ,-·.,' -.. ' 




~'..;'t'.r l ; • ,r,:-~ ~ ' ' ! r'' ' f ; 1 ,,. (' \ 1 • I "I. ,, 
J •• J ,J; l), , I ,l / )Jti l ~ 




This· technique establishes the existence of the first 
. . 
. . 
e.igenvalue and eigenfunct.ion for the. Sturm-Liotiville eigen-
• . ,f r 
value.problem.,, We remark that_ this. problem~ may also be 
J' 
solved by first inverting the system (1.3) + (1·.4) into· its , 
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h' ... , ,· I'• • 
... ,, 
j:J;: THE NONLINEAR EQUATION y" + p(x)y2n+l = O · 
/ 
. . 
~ -~- ~ 1 o-:= · · · . · 
We consider in this section a particular nonlinear 
•• , • ·1 ' 
.problem 




( ) 2n+l y ·,+ p X y 1. 
...... 
0.,. == ' :'~,j,· 
''·· 
,..,, .. 
with the ·boundary conditions 
(2. 2) y(a) y(b) -
- 0, --
- . 
where p is a nonnegative continuous. function on [ a, b] . This 
equation is considered first because it is a direct general-
ization of thE: linear equation, (n = O), and the-.,thod of 
discussing this problem depends t~ a great extent upon 
known results·for the linear Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue 
3 problem. What we shall prove is the following: 
'· 
-; ..;. 
. JHEOREM 2 .1. For each pair of pos itivl numbers a arid: :b 
with a < b < oo, equation (2 .1) has· a positive So,lu.t:i·.on ·_y 
satisfying (2. 2) . 
! 
Proof: Consider the functional 
b b ·r~· .. 
(2 ~3) J(yt = <jY, 2dx) n+l / JPY2n+2dx 
.a a 
.. 
w'hich we shall call the g.eneralized Rayleigh Quotient. What 
•' 
·we shall attempt to do i~s to minimize J(y) over ~he _class C 
'V 
... of all continuous functions with piecewise continuous ; · 
d.erivatives on [a,b], satisfying (2.2). ·Firstrwe show that 
J(y) has a positive lower bound. Let µ be the lowest eigen-









































.. ·t•· ,._ ""' ..•.•.•..... .,. .. ,._, -
... 
.•. . ~· .. .,· 
f • 
. -
Then by Wirtinger's inequality, for any v E n1ta,b] such 
..... ' 

























xj~ 12dt < 
-
a 
(n+l):/'y• 2at/i' 2dt)ndx \ 
b 
(n+l) <Jy ,2dx)n+l, -
-
a 
from which we obtain the inequality 






This shqws that J(y) has a positive lower., b~ound .. Let 
" = m:Lb J(y), 
C 
where we already know that A,> 0. Hence there exists a 
minimizing.~sequence ( Yn] of functions such that 





·~ •• • 1' 





#~ • ...... • 
: -, ,.,_,, ;fl"· ·' 








.. ,)· ...... / '·1 
., 
• "'·" ,(_ •• ;c;,,J;,.....,,;,', 
"""' - ..... 
• • .. I ( ' 




by another sequepce. {un J where un e c2[a~b]; and satisfy 
" 
. the boundary cond.it.ions u(a) = u 1 (b) = 0. 
(~, 
. . 
. LEMMA 2 .2 ·1et a and u(x) ·. be the first eigenvalue and eigen-
. ' 
. function of· the linear system 
(2.5) u 11 + a.[p(x)y2n]u = O, u(a) = u(b) = O. 
If y in C is further norma.l.i:z·-ed by the ·condition 
b I 





(2.7) J(u) -~- a- ~.J.(.y).·· 
' 
Prooy. By W:i·r.tinger I s inequality we have 
-·}( 
~Jpy2nv2dx ~ 




:·f:or al.l admissible . t.,.1:n.-c::t i.ori'S, v·:.. Iti.. .. pat:ticular y is a.n. ·.aoel'.-.::.---:·' 
.. :rni·s,:s.ible function· s.o that. 
·b· b 
.. r 2n+2 f 2 o'JPY 'dx ~ y~ dx, 
a a 
:which establishes the right half, 'i1amei:y:, a ~ J·(y) • 
By Holder's integral inequality for nonnegative 
·,, 
' funct':ions .f J gJ 
b b b Jt~g8 dx ~ <Jtax)r<Jgdx) 8 , 0 < r < l., r + s = 1, 
a a a 
. . 
. and equality holds only if f and ·g are propbrtional. 
:{-__ '· 
-

































•, ·) ... ·::! ' 
('.. !. ; . 
.-13-
,,; : . 
. . 
By setting_ 
:g ... = 1/·n+l 2 
·p u 
• 
. f -- n/n+l 2n p y ' 
• 
b b b 
(2.8) (Ji 2n 2d A,p+l PY u ~,:. 
I . 
. I a I 
<_/'py2~+2dx)<.J'pu2n+2dx). 
a a 




• I r. ~· 2n 2 
= :aJ py u dx. 
a 
However, by (2.8) we ob~ain-




a a a . 
·u·sing the normalization (2 .6) and the first ha·1·f· :o_f: :in-

















. i ' l ,11· ''.
,, I . 
i. . 




· By the homogepei,l:y of J(y), i,f y E C, so is ky for anj'·il 
. '. . ..~.-·· . :;.,~'::' jl 
·'.1 
. .. . 





non-zero cons.tan.t k ~J ~h~>ti,:,~eJ~ay supposel the mini;izing ' ; !\ 
sequence (y } to be :porI11B,li~e:4~by (2.6). Thus if we replace l(, 
• I 
n ··. . -~- ,, .,, . 
. :~·.·· ). .-·' . 
each{y Jby the_ corresponding u~: defitled by (2.5) then 
n \. r r-
. f-' I 
Lemma 2 .2 shows. that J(u0 ) .~. 
10'.~ ~ J(yn), where an~ is the 
corre~ponding l~ast 1eigenvalue of the liriear system. Since 
~ach un EC we may also have/\~ J(un) gQ that ill the liillit 
(2.9) I " ~ lim J(u ) 
n ~ oo n 
. -... .:. 
= lim a 
n ~ oo n 
. (l 
= lim J(y ) • -
n ~ oo· n . 
., ' 
'. ,? 
. ~ .... ' ' 
,. i • .'u ·~ I , 




/ ' ' ·,\!,I;': '•1 .: , 
'\' .· ' 
. I . , i 
,,I I 








r .. '.,_.1,. .. ·, . . 









'i\ ~ .._, --A~ 
~ ! ~ 
1.'; 
. ' .... 
l ~~ l.' 
I' . 
' ', ,1_:·,,.1 
, . "";·, ';' . 
. ,-····· ..: ' 
. -· 
... 
._ . · -14-
······\. . 
The minimizing seqqence {Y ) may be replaced by another n .. 
minimizin~, sequence fuJ 
1
which is of the c(ass c2[a,?] .,, ··. 
These functions u · are 'the first eigenfunctions. of .. the· .. _·.·.· 
V• •,·,,\ '• ,-,,n • • . ' a • ' ,. ; •. 
.'·•-
systems 
u '.' ~ ·, + 
1 
4 
· 2n Ct • [ p (x) y. ] U. 
1 1 . 1 
= 0, 
• 
Each of these :may be replaced by its equi 
in.tegral equatio.n 
b 





where g(x, t) = (x -· a) for a ~, x ~ t and g(x, t) = (t - a) 
" 











'+ \; ' . i ' ~ 
• • , < (\! (,1t\_ I i. I . \• I , <, ,' . "".~ },,,, ..• \1 · I · ~ · >?.Vr • 
·( I u,','• \ ,,' • 
















We remark here that if the boundary condition (2 .2)·· ·is re-
........... 
p~_aced by y(a) = y(b) - 0, we need only make an appropriate -
.. 
I 
.change _in the definition of the Green's 
lish an alternative f.orm of Theorem 2 .1. 







function to es tab-





o-With,, the aid of the Schwarz inequality, and 2~) we find ~-
,·· 
that 
' ... ' . 
b b 
(2. ~.12) ·(' f. 2n 2d )n+l(, r. 2nd· )n+l A~ PY u X ' J PY X . 
a a 
. > ,. , . 




...... , .. 
• .......... 1 
• 
.. •\ 

















. ...:· ·, 
~ ..... · .,,.. ~ 
-15-
b ' b b (Jr 2n ·2d· )n+ 1 <}. 2n+2d ) (.Ji d ) t ~ PY u X PY . X ·, p X • 
_, 
. . . .. 
a a a 
)_ .•....... 
. -
Now if u is normalizec;l by (2 .6) or· what amounts to. the \same· 
thing, 
b - ~) 
·~ r. 2n 2 f') 
aJPY u dx/ = 







so thae··;·(Z.12) reduces to · 
• 
., ' 
b ,. b ; if py2nudx) 2n+2 a - (2n+ 1) Jpdx • 
a 




















· ... : ~· 
•f 
";.,-,_ 
~ . ~--· 
-ii. ~ ··\~ 
~ · .. 
Using th.e (u1J , ''Qce;f irre a d.ouhle sequence {u .. } by 
. ]_J 
(2.14) 
• -' "·'.!. '·'.,· '' ........ ·.r:·-li 




2n ··· , 
a .• [ p(x)u .. 1 Ju .. 1.J 1.J - 1J 





' I .' I \ \: ,.,.~.,'' '.'.·/·,·, I .• ,_. ,t /' ,,·, 
• • • '1• ,'' r 
' ~ ( 
= :a., u •. -(g.) l.J . -· 
:~ ·, .. 
"· 
. ~ .. 





































where a .. is the lqwest eigenvalue of the syst'em. By apply-1J 
' .. 
,. .. . 
irig Lemma 2.2 twice we find tha·t J(ul..J.) / a .. / J(u .. 1 ) /a .. · 1 . . ~ 1J ~ 1J - ./ ~ . 1J -
so that a ... / a .. 1 , a .. ~a .. Since u .. e C we must have · I.J ~ 1J - . 11 1. l.J 
that A~ a .. ~ a. and from (2.9) we see that 11. ,]_ 
lim a. ]_ 
n -+ oo 
-
- °A. 7 
From (2.13) atld-:the fact that the a .. are uniformly bounded 1.1 
we have 
1 ·u . . ( t 2
1 ) - u • . ( t 1 i 1.1. 11 ..{ 
where M· is independent of t 2 , t 1 , arid i.-,Consequently, 
.• 
the· sequence { u .. } is equicontinuous on [a,b] .. ,We denote 11. 
this sequence by {vi) for simplicity and observe that 
2 v .. (x) 
l. 
-
·<" C ., ..:1t· .) 2 J· V·.f . ~-1 • .. (b - a) 
so that {vi} is als~ uniformly bounded. It follows by 
As-coli I s lemma that the~e exists a subsequence [ vt} which 
converges uniformly to a ·continuous function y. l 
·By the same arguement {uii-lJ is· also compact an·d we may 
C, 
t~ke, if necesrary a subsequence which converges uniform-
ly to Y:1.. We then must have by the normalization requirement 
-
-
Thus, neither y nor y1 can be identically zero on [a,b]. 
Since the convergence is uniform, both limit functions must 
... satisfy· t~ boun911.ry con~ition-s (2.2) Now, y ~ y 1 for by (2.8) \ I . . . I 






;.~,.: ... •-.:..:_;:::·::,.:1':r."tt· ,',: 
: I 
'l 




<jPY2ny2dx) n+ 1 
a 
b b 
(' f. 2n+2d ) n,1 r. 2n+2d ) 
~PY1 x ~PY x. 
a a 
Since y and y1 are concave functions in C, it follows 
/ 
from the norma\ization condition -for both that 
'~ . ' 
-n~l 
" . . 
Jl 




which we conclude that y ap.d y_1 are proportional,.. In view 
. ,, 
o,f the boundary conditions (2 .2) and the normalization 
' .• ...... :>'T , 
(2.6), th,ey are identical. 
. ' 
)· 
Using the ·representation (2.10) we see that in the limit 
the function y must be a solution of the nonlinear Fredholm 
integral equation 
b (, . 2n+l · y(t) = A Jg(x,-t)p,(x)y dx. 
a 
The function y is then a c2 solution of the equation 
y" + Ap(x)y2n+l 
Upon setting Y(x) 
to (2 .1). 
~ .. 
O with, the boundary conditions (2 .• 2) • 
= A1/ 2ny{x) we have the desired solution 
~ ,,. 
;. ,# 
We re~ark that we could establish the existence of a 
s-olution of (2 .1) vanishing n-1 times in the open interval. 
However, we prefer to forego this discussion until Section IV 
where it will be treated for a more. general class of equations . 
. 
which include (2.1) as a special case. 
"II. 
... 





III: A. GENERAL CLASS OF STRICTLY NO~-LINEAR EQUATIONS-'· 





; .:~,~- i • 
(3.d) y" + yF(y 2 ,x) - o, l: 
where !(t,x) is assumed to satisfy the following conditions: 
' 
(3 .2a) . ,ct,x) • • • • t and x for t • [ 0 ,oo) is continuous in in . fj 
and x in [a,b]; 
·, (3.2b)- F(t,x) > ~o for t > o· and • [a,b]; X ln 
(3 .2c) -e • non-decreasing function O_:f t t F(t,x) is a 
for t • [O,oo). and positive in some E • 
It~ s·hould. be noted that because of (3 o12c) the strictly 
linear equation (1.3) is excluded from this discussion. 
Another direct consequence of (3.2c) is that F(t,x) is a 

















monotonely increasing function of t. T~us, (2.1) is includ.ed I . \ 





"_·ts somewhat different in that the funci:ional used to study 
solutions of (3 .1) is of an entirel·y different naturerfrom · 
the general~ized Rarleigh Quotient. 
' No L~schi~z condition has been imposed to guarantee 
uniqueness, however the trivial solution y(x) = 0 is unique 
as we shall now prove. Assume there exists a solution of 
(3ol) such that y(a) = y'(a) = O, but y(x) f Oona small~ 
,l' •' 
~ interval [a, a+€]. If y(x) = 0 on this _interval, we may 
rep·lace a by a 1 , where aJ. is the largest value .such that 
.... 
• \ 
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i' \1, .' • .. 
\J 
t •:. I • \ "I, ~ .y... 
y(x) = 0 on [a·,a 1 ). There are two teases to consider, namely,; 
' 
. 
whether of not y(x) has a zero in [a,a+e]. In the latter 
case we may write by Taylor's formula with remainder 
X 




s)y(s)F(y ,s)ds. \- .. 
,-, j 
~-, 
Since y(a) = y 1 (a) = 0 we obtain 
. ·-': 
. l•I ' • 1 
' ·'. . \ . . Ji .if )J.-,' '. \,4 1' ' (,• I I" •-•i,.,, ~ , l' . · 
. . ' ! i ,,l.:..., . 
X 
y(x) + J<X - s)y(s.) F(y2;s)ds. ::: (),, 
I•\,•, 
~- : : ~.; . ,;l 
fir J"t. , 
a ;· ,' -~ . ' 
.; '-!. . ; • ' 
which is impossible as y(x) does not change sign i.n.·la,a·+e;-J. / 
' . ' . 
I \i' 
and F(y2,x) > O. In the former case there exists J seque~ce 
of points {xn}' such that x. + x. for i ~ j, and lim x = a, 1 J n 
for which y(xn) = O. ~n the interval [a,xfJ (3.1) may be 
replaced by the integral equation 
X b. 
n 
y(x) = J g(x,s)y(s)F(y2 ~f.~ds, 
a 
where the Green's function g(x,s) is defined by g(x,s) = 
(x - a}-1(x - a)(s - x) and g(x,s) = (x - a)- 1)(s - a}I~ n n 
(x - s) in the intervals [a,s] and [s,x) respectively. Let n . n 
X ::Pe Jh€ :pp;nt in [a,xn] at which y(x) attains its maximum 
I •.• '•·,••'II . • • • I ' .' .;}~>-=, ,. 
. ''• . ., ' .. _.' . \ 
M ·' 1.·J·. There f of~, ·· 
n l: \- - .~-.~ 
. ,. ,, 
·x 
··n ., 
Mn !.. Mn J g(x,s)F(y2,s)ds. ,. 
a 
. \ 



















-- - . - -,'• - . __ ., 
, 
However, F( t, x) is increasing for t > a, Mn ~ M1 , and b:y· 
f, 





! • • ·. ,,J,, 














Again- we have a contradiction., since as n ·-+ oo., (x - a) -+ O. 
n 
The uniqueness of the trivial solution .is thus established. 
It has also been deduced .by Moroney [4] that if/'F(t.,x) is 
\ ·~~~ 
a non-decreasing function of x for each t >\0, then the 
solution satisfying y (a) = y 1 (b) = 0 is uniJue • 
. ' fl . ~ 
. . For consideration of the oscillatory properties of (3.1) 
·~ 
we considier the functional 
~b 






(3.4). G(t,x) =,,-J F(s,x)ds. 
~o 
Even though equatio~'"l) is a necessary cond~tion for the 
existence of a· minimal for J(y)., one further restraint is 
' needed to insure the· existence of ·a... lower bound for J(y). 
... The restriction in question is 
-- b 
( 3 • 5) r Y I 2 dx 
J 
a 
,,, . . 
b ,' 






which is satisfied by any solut·ion of (3 .1) having :_homo~ 
. - ... '" -JI .... ,, 
geneous boundaiy conditions. 
' 
~ 
, .. If· we take C to· be the class of all non-null continuous . 
'• 
functions with piecewise conti11uous t, "{' derivative on [a,b], 
which satisfy .(3.5) and the initial condition y(a) = o, then 
J(y) will have a positive mini.rnum. Furthermo.re, the minimi-
/ 
"· 
' . . 
,.~, .•. '' ...... 























· ·zing. ·function ·will: be a solution of (3 .1) for which y(a) = 
y(b) = t>. Observe that (3 .5) is c!~tually a normal·ization 
condition in the sense that if u is any non-trivial 
function in D1[a 1 b] for which u(a) = O, we can always 
find a positive constant a such that the function ,Y· =au 
will s~tj.sfy (3 .5). This is equivalent to finding a number 
a such that 
b b 
r.,2 _ (,2 2 2 Ju dx -{u Fa :u ,x)dx. 
a . 
' Howeverj since the left side is positive and the right side 1 
is a continuous function of a w~ich., by (3 .le), ten9S to~ 
for a ~ 0 and to co for a -+- oo, a normalization constant can 
. 
·be found, 
First we·show that J(y) is bounded from below by a 
> 
p:ositive number. Indeed, the ass~mption that y = 0 is 
essenti'k.1 in that y = 0 Corresponds to the trivial solution 




= {s€Is-€F(s ,x)] ds ~ t 
'-o C' 
- t 




. . 1.e., 
<:. :: ... ' 
'---.,. 
G(t,x) ~ (1 + €)~1tF(t,x). -. , ..... ·-:~·:~ /.---· . .. ' ... ·:. . . . . •. _....,. . : '.·. 







tF(t,x) - G(t,x) ~ €(1 + €)-1tF(t,x), 
---· 
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J(y) ~ ~ (1 + e.)-1Jy 12dx. .l 
a 
Since the integral must exist and be non-zero for the 
. 
problem to make sense, J (y) is bounded from below. 
We may further assume that 
.\' ."\• 
where Mis some fixed constant. Conse~ueritl~, by ele-
mentary considerations, C is a compact family; hence, by 
As coli I s ·1emma, C contains a subsequence' { y } which con-
. n . 
verges unifoimly to a continuous function y0 (x), 
• 1. e., 
/. 
n
l _ im_· _
00
. __ J(·y·:.n··. ). -=· 1-(a:,b) = it1f J(y) ,. and lllJl y (x) = y. (x) • 
--
_ 1 .. C n --+ oo n · o , 
. -
In order to show that J(y(,) = 
shown that y ED'["a,b] and· ·t.=h.~t 
" (a, b) it remains to·: be 




l~m}y 12 (:x)dx = fy 12(x)dx .• 
~·· n · o 
a 
-:· -
By the up.iform donvergence of (-y } , y (a) = y (b) = O. n o o 
Fot y E ( y n} , we de~e another . function u as a s olu,.. 
t::f;on to the· linear differential system 
(3 • ·6) 2 u" = -ay(x)F(y ,x), u(a) · = u(b) = 0, 
·\ 
· ... )· 
where the posikive constant_ a is t·o be determined by the 









., .. · I 
·.~;1 .. 














' ' : ' : ... ' i . ' 
. I • I~ ,_. ••I 
- ,, . 
, .. , J 
b b 




As previously;~indicated, such -a.- :constant can always be 
. determined. 
By (3.5), (3.6), and (3.-7), we have 
b 
a
2 <Jy2F(y2 ,x)dx) 2 = 
a 
b 
<}'yu"dx) 2 = 
a 
h b 













2r:2· 2· }2 · 2 a JY F(y,·,~)dx ~ u F.(u ,x)dx, :"O 
a· . a -
"· 
:Mor·eover, b·y ( 3 .,6:). art-d (3 . 7) , w~ oli:ta in 
b ,·; b 
<j'u2F(U2,x)dx) 2 = 
~ b 
<J~'2dx)2 = <Juu"dx) 2 
a :a .a 
b 
= ifuyF(y2 ,x)dx) 2 
a 
.. . ·, '• -·. 
b b 
~ 1 a2 <ju2F (y2, x) dx) <J'y2F (y2, x)dx) • 
a a 
These last twd ine~u~lities simplify to 
\ b b . . ' . 
(3.8) 'fu2F(u2,x)d~ ·· ~ fu2F(y2 ,x)dx. 
a ... a 
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f ' t: 
'· 








' Since F{t,x) is an increasing function oft, it. 
follows that G(t,x) is convex and we can -then write 
' ' (3-· 9) G(t,x) L G(t0,x) + (t - t 0 )F(t0 ,x). 
Using this we obtain ---
b b b 
jG(u2 ,x)dx L JG(y2 ,x)dx + J<u2 - y2)F(y~ 1 x}dx. 
a a ~ a 
.... 
I 
Combining this w.-ith (3. 8) we have 
b .. b 
r[ 2 ( 2- ... ) I U, F u . 'x .. ·. 
a. 
.. G (u2 , x)] dx ~ fl y2F(y2.,x) - G (y2, x) ld~; 
a 
~ 
which implies in view of (3 .3)-.,. (_3' .5) and (3. 7) ,: 
(3 .10) J(u) ~ J(y). 
This s_hows that ·the sequence fyn} m:ay be. replaced by a 
.. 




by means of (3.6) ~nd (3.7), In addition~ since y. 
n: 
converges uniformly to. a continuous functi'on, we see from 
(3 .6) that u '' also converges uniformly to a con·tinuous n . 
> function. Consequently. u' and u tend .to continuous 
n n 
·P. 
.• ,,· ,•1,:; .. ·;,:,,.,,,_,,, ...... ;.,·,.,.,, .... i ... 1;:i11.' 
limits,' If we write lim Un = uo, rthen uo E c2{a,b l and 
-i·:s itself· ,a solution to .t-he minimal prob·lem.,. 
/ 
l_.tm J(u ) = J(u ) = "(a,b). 
... . n o n ~oo ' 
By .·writing 
b ; 
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~we find that if .u = 0 theri 
. : . 
.. . .., 
X 
u2 (x) = <Ju'dx) 2 ,::;. f3(x .. a). 
a 
·:.ii 
In view·of (3.7) and the fatt that ~>O;~ 
b 
r· (3.11) 1 ~ /(x -a)F(~(x - a1x)dx,·· 
J 
a 
.. ·, ·... ..... 
'" 
·-




:'u' dx > A o -l--'o 
I. 
J 
and u is indeed a non-trivial function. Furthermore, 
0 
u (x) must be. a positive concave function of x in [a.,b] 
0 
if u is further normali~ed by the condition u' (a) > 0. 0 0 
This- is a direct consequence of the fact that .(3 .3) and: 
.. 
(3 .5 ) 1 remain unchanged if y (x) is replaced by -y (x). As a 
result, we 6rtly consider the subclass of ·C consisting of 
' 
nonnegative ... ·func-t·ions-. Therefore,_ "by ..(,3:.6), l.f''(x)< 0 and 
-
X 
u' (x)~··: fy~(y2 ,x)dx > O, 
X 
.. . 
Where x i.s a pt>'-i~·rit inb[a,b] ·such that 
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.,· ... , 
which proves our assertion .... / ' 
... 
Now in (3.10) equality is atta.ined orily if y and 
u are identical because of the manner in which the 
-
Schwarz . inequality was used. As a result, (3. 6) shows 
-26-
h 11 · ( 2. ) ( ) t~at y is a solution of u + uF u ,x = 0. Since u a = 
. " 
u(b) = 0 and 
b 






·a: comparison with (3. 7) shows that a = 1. Hence equality 
is attained in (3.9) only if y is a solution of (3.1)·_ 
such that y(a) = y(b) = 0. Now if the transformation 
(3.6) is applied toy= then A< J(u) • • since u is an 
. 0 
. 
admissible function, and J(u) ~ J(u0 ) = A because of the· 
minimal property of u
0 • Consequently, we must have equality 
in. (3. 9), which proves that u0 (x) is a solut·ion of (3. 1). 
We now state this result as a theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1 Let C be the family of non-null piecewise 
differen~iable functions on [·a, b] which satisfy the nor-
.',;., 
. malization condition (3.5) ~nd the initialtcondtion y(a). = 0. 
If J()T) is the functional defined b)T (3.3r:· .then the proble!D 
• J(y) ~ ·, 't min ~ Aa~b) 
·C 
• solved by solution 1S a y(x) of (3 .1) such that Yv(a) = 
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' . . . 
. ... ,, 
· (3.1). and the boundaty conditi.9nS y(a) = y(0') = O. The 
~-\ 
following properties· will characteriz·e A· (a, b). 
THEOREM 3 ·• 2 • 
... 




(ii) A(a,b) -+oo for (b a) ~ O· - ,
(iii) A(a,b) of both a • continuous function and b. l.S a 
Proof: r:o verify (i), let u be the minimizing function for 
J(y) on the smaller interval [a 1 ,b 1 ]. Define van admissible 
' 
' 
function as follows: v = u for x_e [a',b'], v = 0 for 
I-
. 
x ·e [a,a')U(b',b] o Thus, A(a 1 ,b 1 ) = J(u) = J(v), but 
J(v) > A(a,b). 
-
For part· (ii), let 6 = .(b .- a) and use the inequality 
(3 .11) to obt.ain 
b \ b 
1 < .[<x - a)Et13(x - a),x)dx < 6 JF(f36,x)dx 
a a 
wh~re ~ is defined·as before and y is the minimizing 
function for J (y) on [ a, b] • If· f3 were bounded from above, 





€ {0;·65) for some 5 . > 0; We would then have :. ·:. . 0 
a+e \ 




i for all 5,·---e·. {0,5 0 ) which is absurd. Ther~fore, f3 -+ oo for-
.5 ~ 0 a~d bec~us·e J(y) is bounde-d f_rom below by' 
. ·" . ; b 
E(l + €) _1j,,y 12dx = 
a 
- -'"I"., -._ . 1 
-1 
e(l+e) ~, 
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, I 
For (iii) it is su£fic1:,ent to show that "(a, b) is 
a continuous function of b, beca~se the argument will be 
the same for the lowe~ {imit a. For simplicity set a ='l· 
and let y denote the minimizing function for the interval 
[O,b]. Let O < b1 < b, and write t = bb'-1. On the in-
' 
__ .1terval [O, b' ] define the function u(x) by u(x) = y(tx) . 
Now let w = au and determine the constant a such that 
b' b 1 
r,2 1·2 2 Ju dx = u F(u ,x). dx. 
0 - 0 
.·, 
This is equivalent to 
dx. 
;l 
Since F is. monotonic in its first argument, and contin-
uous in both., this shows tha-t a is a continuous function of 
0 
t .. fgr t > 1. The normalization condition (3'.5) with a = 0 
--
-shows that a-+ 1 for t-+ 1. Therefor_e la- ·11 can be ma.de 
\'t,,..,-.. .- • # 
arbitrarily small by making (t - 1) ·small, i.e., by .1 
. .... 
taking~· close to b .. 
By assumption y(O) = y(b) = 0, and thus by definition 
. l 
of w, w(O) = w{b) = 0 .. Hence, w is an admissible function. 
By Theorem 3.1 we have 
. b' 
A(O,b') ~ J(w) ,= j[w'2 -
... · 0 "' -~' ... 
. .. 
·, '" ' 




By changing the variable of integration from x to tx and 
' 


















' !' .•• , 1\ / 
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I 
I: b _ 
),{0,b;) ~ t-l Jra. 2t 2y• 2 - G(a 2y 2 , xt-1)Jdx 
0 
' I 
• ~ Q 
where y = y(x). Since G(t,x) is continuous in both vari-
,, 
ables, and t~l implies a~l, the right side of the above 
can be made smaller than 
b 




for· ati arbitrarily small e by taking~, close enough to 
' 
b. But the last expressiron is just A(O,b) + e. Propei;ty 
(i) shows that "(O,b) ~ A(O,b') and thus we have shown 
\ 
that "(0, b) is a contir~lous -function of b. 
THEOR·EM 3. 3 Consider the equations 
(3.12) y-t• + yFi (y2 ,x) ~ 0, i = 1,2 
"· ... ' ~- ... 
" 
..... 
where Fi (t, x) ·satisfy the conditions· (3. 2). Let "i (a, b) 
denote the corresponding characteristic values. Then if 
L •. ·.:, . ';' ;,,, 
for all positive t and x e [a,b], then 
Proof: Let u denote the minimizing function for J 1 (y) 
and let the normalization constant a be determined by 
b b .. 
} ,,, 2d f 2F ( 2 2· ) d. U. --... -... ?{ =_ J,_u 2. a u , x x. 
a a -
: .. _: ... 
Then the function w = au is subject to···~the normalization 
'-· 
.• ,· 














·1 •• .: 
-
.·.·~ 












(3.5). Since·w is an admiss-ible function we must have 
•.. 
b 
"2 (a, b} i Jrw' 2 - 2 Gz (w ,x) ]dx. 
a 
Since F1 ~ F2 , definition (3.4) shows that G1 ~ c2 . 
Moreover'·, the convexity condition (3. 9) yields 
,, 
' b 
.b b f: 22 ~ 2 .2 .r.2 2 
· JG1 (0i. u ,x)dx~J_G1(u ,x)dx+ (q. - l)Ju F1 (u ,x)dx. 
a a a 
' .... (il;~l.. . . ~-
Putting these results together leads us to the conclusion 
b b 
0; 2 (a,b} ~ a 2fu-~ 2dx 
a 
r 2 2 
- J G2(a u ,x)dx 
a. 
2 2 G1 (a u ,x)dx 
\ 
< .. :2 ... ,:2d · . . CJ;· U .· X -
2 2 2 ) 2 
,.G1(u ,x}dx - (a - 1) u F1 (u ,x)dx 
.a a ~ a 
where the last simplifi_cation is a .result of the normali-
, { 
zation of u. 
This result, it should be noted is·· in the _nature of a 
comparison theorem similar to that for the eigenvalu~s ·of 
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' IV: THE CHARACTERISTIC VALUES "n 
> 
In this section we continue our investigation of the· 
equation 
(4.1) y" + yF(y2 ,x) =' O., 
J 
, 
where as before F(t, x) satisfies the _condition·s.,,.(,3 ..• 2) • Our._: 
discussion will demonstrate a significant distinction be-
. j 
tween solutions of (4.1) and the linear equation (1.3). · 
we· have already mentioned in Sec-ffon II that on any int~~_/ 
val [a,b] and for each positive integer n, therew exists 
a solution.of (2;1) such that-it vanishes at the endpoints 
and n-1 times in the open interval·(a,b). The same result is 
true for (4.1) as well. 
/ 
We shall proceed to formulate the problem in· the follow-
... 
ing way. Let ~(a,b) denote any partition of [a,b] such that 
v(a,b) contains n+l distinct points Xi, i =~, ... ,n and 
' 
I 
x0 =,t, xn = b. Let yi be called an admissi ~function if 
Yi is\ in n1[xi-l'xi], yi (xi_1) = yi (x) = o; but yi = O, - ,. 
and y .• satisfies the normalization ·condition 
.. 1.~. . - ···. 
(4.2) 
(Y' "···,~ --,,) "'. 
. x~ 1 . 
_ j 2 2 
- y F.(y , x) dx. 
X • 1 1.-
O" 
I f x E [ xi -1 ' xi J , write y i = y 
~ istic value A as 
define the nth character~ 
4 
n 
;·-/ \ b 




.• ,' . 
. \ 
... ,, . 
6,\ 





c, (' '. -- ·.· 
: ~ 
a • II 
' .,  . 
•/. 
. . . . . 1: -'---J. 
,,_ . 
,f, · •. •, ,: ., 













where for each partition· ·1r, y ranges over the class of all 
admissible functions • 
' '. ,,·,,, 
By Theorem 3.1 we know that for any partition 1r(a,b) a 
minimizing function for. (4-o2) must coincide· with the soultion ·-·-·A 
of (3.1) in each interval [~1_1;xi] suc~_that y vanishes at 
. 
. 
x. 1 and x .. What we shall demonstrate ~s that the integral 1- 1 
. :has a positive lowe·r bound and that the partition for which 
(4.3) attains its minimum value is such that the co!respond-
,. . 
ing solutions.of (J.1) combine to form a c2 solution of 
(3ol) in tha interval [a,b]. This solution will then vanish "' . 
Ii 
n-1 times in (a,b). 
By the previous remarks· it is .sufficient to show that 
. 
. . 
there exists a partition 1r0 (a,b) for which (4.3) or equi-• 





\. A (x • r·l· 'X.) L 1- 1 
1 
' ' 
-~/ ____ ) attains its minimum. By Theor·em .3 .2, part (ii), <':)....* is a 
(, 
continuous function of the variables x1, .. . ,xn-l" Also by 
. ll the same theorem the variables x. must be bounded away from 1. 
~ac_h other for any sequence of partiti~ns for which 'A* 
,~Jlproaches its minimum. Clearly, just as J(y) is b-ounded 
below by a- positive constant, so is A*o Thus the minimum 
problem. has a solution, call· it y • This function·, -as n 
I already· pointed out., coincides with_ a solution of ~3 .l)· 
on each interval and vanishing at the endpoints. Hence., ·,the 
' . 
-
solution Yn has n-1 zeros in (a,b). 







,'J. ,' : 1' :";',;,,· :' (· ' 





bl . c2 pro () em 1.s a solution of (3.1) on [a,b]. Since the sign 
-
of tTiemininiiz~ng function y does not alter the admissibil-
ity conditions nor the value of the functional J(y), we may 
therefore assume that y changes its sign at each of the 
points x. (i = 1, •• ,n-1). Thus the ... extremal function will be· 1. 
a solution of (3.1) if., and.only if, 
( 4 .4.) 1:tm y I (x) -
-
X -+ x7 
~. . 1. 
lim +' (x), 
X -+ X. 
1 
i ·= 1, .. , n -1 • 
To this end we shall show that if (4 .4) fails to· hold at 
some point, ·Y could not be a solution for the minimal prob-
.lem (4 .3). 
To this end we suppose that y 1 ~x7) = y 1 (xt) and set 1. 1. 
) \ 
x. 1 = P, x. = c,r· and x. +l = q to simpli.fy. the dis cuss ion. 1- . 1. \ . 1. / 
We may also assum~)without · loss of generality that y > 0 in 
{p,c) and y < 0 in) {c,q). Let 6. denote a small positive 
. -.C"~~~···-
. 
quantity and define u i~the following manner: let u = y 
. 
.. "\ 
. \ . 1 ~ . for~ e [p,c-6)U(c+6,q] and\·u·/;:: y(c-5) + {.25)- (x - c + 5). 
. ~ 
. 
[y(c+6) - y(c-6)] for x e. [c-~,c+6]. Obviously u. is a con-
. tinuous ·function in·[ p, q l and the linear segment vanishes 
I for. x = c' where.::c 1. is given as a solution 0£ · 
26y(c-6) + (c 1 - C + 5)[.y(c+6) - y(c-6)] = 0. 
In order to obtain a function that is subject to the 
d 
Normalization (4.2) we multip]y u by constants cr and p 




I · CI C . . 1 ..• 
. J U I 2 dx · = J 2 ... 2 2 1 
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. g . 
f ·2F(·P2 2 )d·' = u u ,x _ .. x. ,. 
C .. 
t' .. \.. 
. 
Thus the function v -obtained by writing v :::., au.~ and v ~ pv in 
the intervals [ p, c 1 ] .. and .[ c', q l respectively will be .. normal-
ized by the condition (4.2). Furthermore, the function y1 
obtained from y by substituting v for yin the interval [p,q] 
.... 
is an admissible function for the problem (4~3) on [a,b] • .•... , .. ,,.,;., - -- - -· - -··1 ______ ,, 
' I 
·:. > 
. - - ·' Since G{t,x) is convex, we have by (3.9) that 








- (v2 2 2 . L· 
- y )~(y ,xt]dx 
= j[y2F(y2 ,x) -
~· p 
. ~q 
G(y2,x)]dx +J[v• 2 2 2 
- v F(y ,x) ]dx. 
p 
Thus, by (4.2) and the definition of J(y), 
~ J(y). 2 2 
- v F{y ,x)]dx, 








We intend to show tift,Fli~ sum of the last two terms in 
\. the above can.be made negative b)'taking 6 sufficiently 
• 
small .• , By omitting the negative term of the integrand in the 
interval,.(c-6,c-1-6) and obse~ing that y =u n [p,c-6] and 
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u2F (u2, x) ] qx. +. a*.Ju 12dx · + a2J[u ,2 -
t> 
p c~o 
Since y 1is a solution of (4.1) in each interval for which. 
y{p) = y(q) = O, we have 
c-6 
j[u•2 -- u2.F(ti2 ,x)]dx, = · y(c .. B)y'(c-6) 
p 
a,i 
q \ j[ u • 2 - . µ 2F(u2 , x)] dx = -y ( c+6) y 1 ( c+6) • 
c-H3 ' 
From thes·e identities and the fact that 
., 





p2ju 12dx ~ 
C 
(4.5) becomes 
C fu 12dx + 
.. 
c-5 
c+5 j"u '2dx · +. 
C 







\ (4.8) J(y1): ~ J(y) + y(c-5)y' (c-5) - y(c+6)y' (c+6) 
+ (cr2 -l)y ( c '...5) y 1 4c-6) - {p 2 ~ 1) y (c+6) y 1 ( c+6) 
·------. -. . 
c+6 .... , c+6 





. ,,_,_ .. ·-,.._...,.. 
~- ... • .. ·., ·,,,.,:'::. -~ "-:.:, >. .. - ., 
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•,J•"'"''i/J 
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~· ~hU, ', 't:~'~;1·~.t!\te1~ ~1~~r~j~~~~~3~w~~~~@~t~~·~~?3t=t-.1 I 
·,.J 
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,_ 
· Fro·m the differential. equation (4 .1), y(c) = 0 im~lies 
,' 
y"(c) = O. Thus by Taylor's f~rmula , y{cto) = .y' (c+). tfi 0(6 3), 
y(c-6) = -6y 1 (c-) + 0(6 3), y' (c+o) = y' (c+) '+ 0(6 2) and 
~ . 
-
. • t, • 
y' (c-6) = y' (c-) + 0(6 2). Since F is a continuous {-unction .. 
of both of its ·arguments and since c.'~ c for 6·~ 0, (4. 5) 
· 2 2 2 shows that both cr and p -+ 1 for 5 -+ e. Thus (~ - l)y(c-6) 
y'(c - 6) and {p 2 - l)y(c + 6)y'(c + 6) are 0(6). From tpe 




jh 12dx = {25)-1 [y(c + 5) -y(c - 5)] 2 = 5[y'(c+) + y'(c-)] 2/2 
c-5 - 1 
( 
Therefore, the last term in (4.a)I is o(5). Since 
y(c-5)y' (c-6) - y(c+5)y' (c+5) = J5 [y 12 (c) - y 12 (c) J + 0(5 3) 
(4. 8) reduces to 
J(y1) ~ J(y) - (5/2)[y'(c+) - y'(c-)] 2 + 0(6). 
Now the assumption that y' (c1' = y' (c._) implies that 
-(5/2)[y'(c+) - y'(c-)] 2 + 0(6) can be made negative by/ 
1, 
-
1:t~p1r·~1 choosing 5 sufficiently small.~ Thus the correspo~ding 
function y1(x) will satisfy the strict inequality J(y1) < 
J(y). But y 1 is an admissible function for the· ·extremal 
. - ·. 
problem (4.2) and since y is a minimizing function for 
i (4.2) we -rrive at a contradiction. 1-.. ' + Thus y'(c) = y'(c-), 
i \·' 
where c maya1be identified with. any of th~ partition_ pqints 
. . 
-.:\ ' ' '(' 
xi (i=··r, ... n~l), we have t_hex:efore proved the following 
J ... t. 
• I 
• J . 
.,... 
~--
. !I . . ,._... 
. 
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THEOREM 14.1 Let en be the class of all piecewise continu-
ous functions·y vanishing at a and band at least n-1 
0 
times in the interval (a,b) and y subjectrto the normali-
zation (4.2), then 
b 
minj[y 12 - G(y2,x)] dx = An, y E Cn 
a 
has a solution Yn with continuoui derivative 'throughout 
·, [a,b]. The function Yn has precisely n-1 zeros in (a,b) 
and is a solution of (4.1) for whixh ,y(a) = y(b) = 0. 
The following corollaries follow quite easily. 
COROLLARY 4. 2 The characteristic values A are strictly n . 
increasing with n. 
·~ Proof: L~t y be the minimi·zing function for (4. 2) and 
~ 
define a function u(x) = y(x) for x E [a,x 1 J and u(x) = 0 I n-
for x E [xn_1,bJ, wher~ x1 , .. ,xn:_1are the zeros of y(x,-.in 
' (a, b). Now· u(x) _is ·an admissible fu_nction for the extremal 
prob~em (4.3) corresponding to the index n-1. Thus·it 
follows that 
b ~ X 1 n-
/\ . ·. . (· J'"[ U I 2 
-:n--·1: -
,a 









By t_he estimate for the lower bound of J(y) appl.ied to 
.. 
. •-~: the'"' interval' ·[-x b] we ·have 
n-1' ... 
..-.. ,· ·•··· .. : - .. 
.. ..;,,, 




. . ' 
\ 
.,... 




q . . 1' '· . 
"b 
. j[Y '2 -
. X 1· n-
and thus ·conclude that " l < " -. n- n 
COROLLARY 4. 3 The characteristic value "n(a,b) has the. 
following p·roperties: 
.. 
(i) " (a, b) < " (a', n - n ~hen~ver (a,b) C (~',b') 
(ii) "n(a, h) ~oo for b-a ~ O; 
X 
(iii) " (a,b) is a continuous function·of both a and b. n . 
· This result is a trivial cOllsequence of Theorem 3.2. 
It is well known (9] that if "~· is the nth:._.eigen~ 
value of the linear Sturum-Liouville system, then 
.. 1.. °Al!Lf2 1.m .· n n = const-
n ~ oo 
. 
n 
I And, a ·general comparison th.eorem for the eigenvalues of 
!> 
a !~near system exists. These familiar results should be 
compared with the following theore~s· which describe the 1-
asympotic behaviour of the characteristic values AJ 
' 
. . ' 
THEOREMf 4.4 If A is the nth characteristic value of the n 
problem (4.3), then 
. 2 
lim " /n = oo, ., n 
n ~ oo 
and the. exponent 2 is sharp. 
Proof: Let y be the minimizing function an_d· x 1, .. ,xn-l 
the zeros of~ on -(a,b). 
-.. 
·': .. : :.·· 
-~ 
·~. 
. ....• ' . ~ 
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. xi xi 
.... 
.. y2(x) = J'y'dx)2 ~ (xi - Xi-1) jy,2dx. 
x. 1 1- x. 1 1-
I'--•• , . 
. ..._ 
By the normalization condition (4.2), we find that 







. By Holder's inequality, this reduces to 
,\1' • 
For a positive ~nstant , p:, the convexity conc!ition (3. 9) 
becomes ( 
b ; b 
.JG(p2,x)dx Grc{y2,x)dx + j(p 2 - y2)F(y2,x)dx, / 
a a a 
which1.n view of (4.2) be.comes 
b b b 
j[y' 2 - G(y2Jx)]dx L p:2JF(y2,x)dx -·jG(k2,x)dx. 
a a a 
f• -
' 
~ Since y is the minimizing function, the last· inequality-
and (4.9) imply that 









































2 2 -l ( 2 An L p n (b - a) - JG(p ,x)dx. 
·a 
" 
ence, we conclude that lim inf An/n2 L p2(b "" a) . . Sin:ce 
pis an arbitrary constant, it may be takeri as large as 
we wish, thus proving our assertion. 
To show that the exponent 2 is sharp, we merely. 
calculate~ for the system 
. n 
) 
(4.10) y'' + 2m+l y = 0, y(O) = y(b) = 0. 
Our result will show that 
where 
1 
f3 = f <1 
J) 
2m+2 
- t ) dt. 
•• 
-'Since m .. may be taken arbi:_t·ra:ril)~· 1la-rge, the exponent· 2 is: 
the largest possible. · ? 
To· derive (4.11) let y be ·a solution of (4.10) for 
which y(O) = 0, y' (0) = a.> 0, then 
(4.12) y'2 + (m+l)-ly2mi-2 = a2, 
} 
which implies that y is a periodic function of x, 
oscillating between the limits+ M, the maximum and mini-
- . 
.. 
mum of y resp~~tively, determined by the equation 
"' 
M2m+2 = (m+l)a2. f 
· Let ii.'": T be h 1 . . ' 1 J- f h • ITT 2 ( .. ) 2 t e ow~st. positive va u_1e or w- 1-e :'Y- T -'= M , 
"f ~ 





















' ' . . ., 
. ' 
' 
---- -·-· ------··- ·. 
' .... , ; .--- ••••• -- • • ••·-- ••• •• -. ----· ···"•·· r 
' ' ' ' 
' '' .. ' ..... , .. •. 
I ,. 
I ', : 
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,. I• l:~ "~ ,.."'\..;<Q:! 
.. .:. . ' 
. . . 
then the zeros in.(0., 00 ) are at 2T, 4T .... 
1
~Sin~g,y is a 
continuous function of the parameter. a, the zeros· move 1·to 
the left continuously as a2 increases. Thus there is a 
t. 
unique solution 9f the-&yst.em (4.10) with n-1 zeros in 
•' • :l> 
(O,b). By Theorem 4.1 this solution is identical with· 
the minimizing function of (4.3) and we obtain 
,, 
if y is the solution in 4uestion. 
r· 
Since the equation in (4.10)-is unchanged by a trans-
lation we find that y satisfies the identities y(y+T) = 




"n = (2n) j[y'2 
0 
- (m+l)-ly2m+2]dx, T = (b/2n). 
U's:ing the nt>:tm:a.lization condi t · on 
T T ·· J ,2. J 2n+2 (4.13) y dx = y dx, 
0 0 
we can further simp·l·if·y ··the above·· expression .t·o· 




. Upon integrating (4.12)· from o·to T, we find that ~ A 
. .. 
T T Jy• 2ax + (m+l)-1j'yZm+Zdx..,; a2T, , 
0 O· ... ·-· . 

















. . . 
To compute ·a, we observe that y is increasing in (O., T) 
and thus, by using (4.12), we have 
\" 
T = [a2 _ (~}1)-1Y2m+2]-1/2dy. 
0 
'· 
• ..4 r~ -
f J~, 
Since m2m+Z = (m+l)a, we have by a change of variable 
1 . 
T = (m+l)l/~-m Jt1 - t2m+2f"l/2dt = (m+l)l/~-m . 
0 
~_, 
llifuinating M between these expressions we have 
Combining this with (4.14) and (4.15) we obtain the 
indicated value1 for /\ • 
- n 
TH;OREM! 4.5 Let Fi(t,x), i=l,,:2, satisfy conditions 
. 
-42-
(3. 2) and let A ', A" denote the respective nth charac.tet is~ n n 
t.ic values of the systems, 
(4.16) y" + yF(y2,x) = O, y(a) = y(b) = 0, i=l,2. 
If, 
(4.17) lim Fl (t,x)/F2(t,x) = 1 . t ~ 00 .. 
uniformly in x, then 
lim /\ I /A " = 1. 
. n n 
n -+oo .· 
"'' __ ............ ---
i ·. . 
'.: ·. 
:~ 
,•~ 4 Mo"',~, 
·.T 
(, 











v be solutions to the system (4.16) corres-




(4.19) w" + (1-f:6)wF(w2,x) = O, w(a:) = w(b) = O, 
I I ~) 
where 6 is a small positive number and" is the.correspond-n 
ing characteristic val~e. Let x0 ,x1 , .. ,~ be the zeros of• 
the characteristic function u. If the constants a. are deter-
1. 
mined by the-condition 
x. 
1 
- J 2 2 2 (1+6) u F(a1u ,¥)dx, 
x. 1 1.- .i 
then by theorem 4.3. 
-
+ 
of the normalization (4o2). for u and the convexity 
·-. 







.. ~'' "iii 
·.\ 
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2 G1(u ,x) 





I }1 2 2 " < " " ' + [ G1 (a1. u , x) n - n 
1 x. 1 1-





= fl Fl (t~x) 
Q 
- ( 1 +6 ) F z ( t ., x) ] dx . 
Moreover., .. from (4.17) we see that the integrand becomes 
negative fort> M2, where M2 is a function of 6, hence 
M2 
2 2 ' 2 2 4 fi 2 ' G1{a;i..u ,x) - {146)G2 (aiu ,x) ~ . F1 (t,x)dt = G1 {M ,x). 
0 
,-·· 
Using this • (4 020) get the estimate in we 
b I ' '- . -
(4.232) I\ ~ A I + Jal (m2 ,x)dx. n n 
a 0 
Now let a = x. 1 , •• ., x 1 = b be the zeros of the nth charac-o n 
teristic functio~ w of (4b.19) and let the constants b1 ,.·~-~bn, 
..• 
be determined by the conditions 
I 
.,x. 
















According to (4 .19), we must have{_ 
I 






J 1 2 . 2 2 w [F2(biw ,x) 
XI . 
i-1 . 
. x' . 
J i21 2 (1+6) w F2 (w ,x)dx, 
-
' x. 1 1.-





which in turn implies F2 (bfw
2
,x) > Fz(w2,x). Hence we con-
clude that b~ > 1. Now by (3.2c), 1. . 
. and consequently, :1 from (4 .22) we have 
x! 
2€ J 1 2 2 i bi w F2 (w ,x)dx. 
' x. 1 1-
.. :2e· Therefore, lJJ & (1+6) < k, where k is a constant independent 
of_; :i .. / [ 
The function w1 defined by w1 = b.w for x E [x! 1 ,x!] 1 1-~ 1 
has the.normalization (4.2) for y =;.w1 . As a result, we 




b n x. 
A 11 ;;._ j[ w ,2 2 l j[tfw•2 2 - G2(w1,x)]dx - G2 (w .,x)]dx -n 1 
a 1 x. 1 
J •• 1.-
'' .,_,.,. 
. .. ..:.. 

















. 1 ::: l fibfw 2 -
1 x! 1 1- , 
:.1J ,._ " 
. '··- ... ··· ·.,., ','·_, •-,· ' •• ',: 1 ', 
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!G2 (bfw2 ,x)dx •• 




· 2 . 2 2 2 (1+6 )G2 (w , x) - (1+6) (bi -l)w F 2 (w , x)] dx 
b 
= j[WJ 2 - (1+6)G2 (w2 , x)] dx .:; /\. :n· .•. ' . 
a 






x! f '.-~2 (biw2 ,x)dx. 
I 
x. 1 1-
'ni.e convexity co~dition (3 •. 9) fqr G2 yields, upon setting 
t = o~and to= bfw2 , \ 
\ 
2. . . . ... Using (4 .21) and bi < It we obtq.:im 
x. 
,. r 1 z . . 
~I w' dx .. 
x. 1 1-
.f.. 









-. ·.t /l 
·~ 










J(yl · -1 2 e(l+e) y' dx 
a 
- . 
• 4... • 
so if we identify y wit.h t];le minimizing functit,n w for (4 .19) r/ 
we find that /---~--~--______..________ 
b ._- ' 
-1 ( 1 +e ) e -),n ,_ "' 2 j w' dx .~t 
a 
" 
:o·r- finally , 
, . 
I ~ • 
Combining this with-(4.2_1) we find: ·t_l1at: 
-., 
lim sup 7' 11 /A 1 n -n 1 + 6 (l+E)S-l J n --+ oo ~ -- ~, 
and since§ can be made arbitrarily small and E-l(l+E) 
'.I does not depend on n we must conclude that 
1 im sup 7'11 /A 1 
., n n 1._ •. 
n -+ oo 
By interchanging the r,o1es of FJ 
will yield 
, the ·:same -arguement 
--
..___ 
lim sup·-- A 1 /A11 / ·1, ..
· · n n ~ • 
n -+ oo 
which completes the proof of the theorem . 
This last result shows quite easily that if Pi<(x)}are 
continuous and' nonnegative on [a,b'J for k = 1, .. ,m and if 
p (x) is strictly po{itive, then the characteristic value m . . 
of the system 
-"' 
.
r_-... ,.,, .. 
































y" + 2k+l pk(x)y .. = Q, y(a) = y(b) = O,. 
1 
is -completely ~t-ermined by the function Pm (x) ·• One can 
also establish that for large n 
. . 
where A is a constant and " is ·the- nth character·isit(i·c 
n 
value of the system 
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./ 
{} I V. A SINGULAR PROBLEM 
The problems ·considered thus far have all been of the 
nonsingular type. In this section.we shall present a singb-
lar problem for which the variational methods '\have also 
proved useful. fhe problem in question is the existence of 
a continuous solution to the equation 
(5 .1) '' · 1-k k y - y + X y = 0, 
.......... ,· 
' . 
1 < k < 5 
on tb,oo) which vanishes at the origin, x = O, and as x ~ oo • 
• 
The basic idea is again to minimize an appropriate function-
al under a suitable normalization condition. However, one 
difficulty which ari~es is that (5.1) is singular at both 
ends of the interval. Consequently, the results of Section 
III do not apply and the problem must be dealt with sepa-
ratelyo 
The interest in this equation ·arises from the fact that 
) 
spherically symmetric solutions of the 3-dimensional partial 
"' differential equati~ 6u = u + u2 satisfy the ordinary 
differential equation u" + (2/x)uf - .u - u2 = 0 which is a 
special case of (5.1) fork= 2 under the transformation 
y(x) = -xu(x). 
" 
'\ Cons.ider the problem of ·minimizing the functional · 
00 
(5.2) . f 2 2 J(y) = . (y + y' )dx 
0 
over the class C of all nonnegative continuous functions 
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00 
csJ) J k+l 1-kd y X X = 1. 
0 
• We shall show that this variational problem nas a nonnega-
tive solution y which vanishes at both ends of the\:nterval 
and that except for a multiplicative constant, y is a solu-
tion of ~(5 .1) • 
~ We note that a necessary condition that the variational 
problem have a solution is that y satisfy the Euler-
"' Lagrange equation, which is (.5 .1) except for an undetermin-
ed multiplier. l 
-
Befole proceeding with the e~istence proof, w~ also note 
that unlike the classical Dirichlet problem, the existence 
of the integral (5.~) need not be assumed as we shall now 
show. 
LEMMA 5 .1. For k ~ 5 and y (x) in C, the existence of (:5 : .. 2·) 




f . ·2 ' (y· (5 ~4) -- + y .12)dx, ( .f2 (X) > 0 ) 
0 
·-· ~'"! 
Since y(O) =_ 0 we have 
X X 
(5 .5) y 2 (X) = cf y'dxJ 2 .~ X Jy 12dx ~ Xf2 (X) 
o ·o. 
X X 
(..5·. 6) y2(X) 2 J yy'dx j(y2 2 2 - ~ + YI )dX f. (X);. 
' ..,. 
0 0 
For X> o, • C and y' integrable .. [ O,oo) y in square on 
• 
' ·-










.x x X 
0 ~ j[y' - y/(2x) J2dx 
0 
= _J[y• 2 + (y/2x) 2 ]dx - Jyy' /x dx 
0 0 · 
X I 
- j[y'2 
- (y/2x) 2Jdx - y2(X) ;x· 
:,. 0 
t, X 
~ jty'2 - (1/4x2)y2 ] dx 
0 
from which we conclude· that 
I 
"· X X 
(5 .'7) J y2 /x2 dx ~ 4 J y 12dx. 
0 ·O 
Furthermore for X l 1 and k ~ 5 so tlvit 
X ·x 
fk;..1 (X) J x(k-1) /2 y2dx 
0 
J 1-k k+l.d Q ~ X y X .:::., 
0 
1 ,., X. 
r ... ~-.:·.· .. u· ~ fk-l(X) [j(y2 /x2)x(k-1) /2 dx _+ J yidx J 
Hence, 
s/ 0 i · 
X 
.$. fk-l(x)j(y2 /x2)dx + fk+f (X) 
0 
X / X 
(5 .8) '[f xl-kyk+ldx]2 ~ -25' Aj(y'2 + Y2)dx]k+l. 
IP O O ;. /-
/ Since the right side o~ (5.8) exists for all X in [O,oo), 
., 
the preof of Lenuna 5.1 is complete. 
In view of the inequality (5.8) and the normalization 
..... 
. ,_ ..... 
( 




















c·ondition (5-.3), the funct·ional J(y) nec~ssarily has a 
J.,' 4 f'i 
po-sitive lower bound; If we set 
· (5 .9) 7'. · = inf J(y), 
C . (A > O), 
~ 
then there will exist a sequence,{£- admissible functions 
. (y0 } such that 
(5 .10) lim J (y ·;.) - = 
n ,-+- oo ti 
...__ 
From (5ol0) we may .assume tha~ the sequence of numbers 
J(yn) is un~formly bounded by a constant,b2 • By (5.6), 
2 2 \~ 
Yn ~ J(yn) ~ b ~ Furthermore, for O ~ x1 ~ x2 < oo, 
X2 X 
. I Yn(xz) - Yn(x1)1 2 = if y'dx) 2 ~ (xz - x1>J ~ 12dx 
xl xl 
' Hence {yn) is a compact family ap.d by Ascoli's-lemma, 
there exists a seqµence, also to be designated by [yn} , 





in any finite interval [O,X]. Moreover, this sequence has 
~ " 
. .n 
property (5.10) .also. 
We shall now proceed to show that for some positive 
constantµ, µy(x) is a solution of (5.1). for 1 < k < 5 
.. ·-· ' ... ·.-,. - --- . 
such that y(O) = y(oo) =,O, and that for 1 < k ~ 4, 





( 5 0 11) · ,<· " + 1-k k .::: vn-v ax ·Y .,. 







·. '\.·.'.,:,\_.-,'-\.'.' .. . 
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where the positive constants a will be determined later. n . 
\ 
,., 
If (5.11) has a solution, we can write it in the form 
(5.12) V (x) 
n 
CX) ,.i 
=. an J g(x,t)tl-ky~(t)dt, 
0 
where g(x,t) is the Green's ,function for the differential 
operat6r·O:..(u) = u" - u with the boundary conditions u(O) = 
u() = 0~ :Thus, g(x,t) is the function defined as follows: 
• (5.13) g(x,t) = e-x sinh t 
g(x,t) e-t sinh x t > x. -
-
We first show that under the conditions imposed on Yn' 
vn defined by (5.12) is in fact a solution of (5.11). For 
simplicity write an= 1 and (Sol2) as follows: 
(5.14) V (x) - -x p(x) + q(~) s.inh - e x., n , 
i •'{''.> 
where 
X J sinh y~(t) t~-kdt: .- •, (5.15) p(x) - t -
0 ' , 
:oo 
(5 .16) q (x) = J e -ty~(t) t~1-kdt . 
. The following estimates for p(x) and q (x) will now b 
established. '"' . , · .. , 
) ·"° .. 
'''\ bk 1-k -·x (5 .17) q(x)· X e 




( . ' 
... :: 
• 
"f. . -~ , .. , ' 
.::. .. : •.. .•.. ; 
'"':·; 


















(5.19) p(x) M + bkxl-kex,. M a constant, k < 5, t ) 2(k-1) 
(5 ~--20) q (x) Sbk, k ~ 4 
(5.21) _q(x) bk(l + 4 xZ-k/Z), k >. 4. 
~ 
Since yk(t) ~ bk and tl-k ~ xl-k fork> 1, (5.17) 
n 
follows. Now y 2 (t) ~ th2 and sinh t ~ t cosh t, so for k < 5 n 
p(x) 
X 
bk-2cosh x,J (y~/t2)t3-k/2dt 
0 
X 
bJ-k/ZXJ-k/ZCOSh ~ X Jcy!/t2)d~, 
0 
' ... :· 
.. 




+ .J t 1 -ksinh 
·x 0 .. 
X 
t k d o· · · · Yn t, <· Xo. ·< :x 
' . 
}' 
p(x) ~ p(x0 ) + bk /2 [ t 1-ketdt ~ 
0 ~ 
If we set x. = 2(k-1), t 1-ket/Z is an increasing function fot: , · 0, 
I 
"t > 2"<k-1) and we .have 
1:,~
1
n,~::_:_,i_g (5.18) to estimate ~(x0 ), (5.19) r~sults. Writing 
' ' lql! :) . 
·,i.: 










- .. ·'.1~r::·:~?~~tq~~{.it1:iy1.f~~?T~;~~;i5z1:~·::''· ;:·,_;· ·i.:: ;.: /:···:::y.:.· ...... ,:.· .. : ,·.· . . .... ' '" ,, I ·, ;· ·,' ' . •''\,. -· ., 
. . ' 
',I' -H l... / 
1 -
q (X) = J tl-:-ke -ty~ dt + q (1) 
X 
We find that since q(l) ~ bk by (5.17) 
1. 
q(x) bk + .. bk-2 f(y27t2) t2-k/2 dt. 
~·. n 
X 
Since tZ-k/Z ~ 1 for k ~ 4, (5 .20) is established as a 
result of (5.7). However, if k > 4, tZ-k/Z ~ x2-k/Z and 
thus· (5.21) is verified. 
-55-
... ~ • f .... • • .... 4 f 
~.,..· 
By using these identities we will show that v (x) def-in-n 
ed by (5.14) approaches zero as x-+ 0 and x-+-1~.' By the 
estimates (5.18) and (5.20), the estmate for v (x) from ~ n 
(5.14) becomes 
. . 
If (5.20) is replaced by (5.21), the corresponding 
estimate is 
These inequalities imply that v (x)-+ 0 for x-+ 0, pro-n 
vided, of course 1 < k < So Now if p(x) and q(x) in. (5o14) 
are estimated by (So17) and (5.19) we have 
.. 
Since M ~es not depent on ri and k > 1, vn (x) _~ 0 for x 4 ~ .' , 
From (5 .14) we cal·culate the dif.ference quotient 
1 





_) ,• l 




\ ' . ., ; 
. --,-~......--------------------------.... -111111 . ..........,_ 
I 
,·,, . ' " ' ' 
X I 
f 1-k k X y · V dx n :n 
. (J -
X 
~ 5cj(v~2 + _v~)dx] 1/ 2 = 
0 
(5.24) therefore implies 
[ f 2 (X))- 5an/2] ~ 25a! / 4 + vn (X)v~ (X). 
Sf (X). 
Since v (X)v' (X) ·~ 0 for X-. O, we have established the n n 
existence of J(y). Moreover, by Lemma 5.1 
00 





. .:... ,., . 
exists· so that we may· choose a :·ip ·suc:h a way that n ~ 
00 
(5 .• 26) J x1-kv~+l dx = 1 a 
0 
The right side of (5.24) will therefore be bounded by unity, / 
~ from which we derive the inequality 
00 
(5 .27) J(vn)· ~ ,j(v~2 + v~)dx . ~ an. 
0 
Multiplying {5.11) by y (x) and integrating from Oto ~;we n 
have 
- 00 00 
f(v 1 ~ 1 +Vy )dx = a rxl-kyk+l dx n n n n '- n.., v' n 
0 0 




for~er case we use the fact that v~ = O(x3-k/2), Y.n = O(x1/ 2)); 
f 
.. 
In view of the normalization of y
0 
and the definition {5 .·2) 
. 








,t,, .. • ••....• 
\ 
















- · ...·· ·/·f~X::ft(;/!_i\l"~t:~Jf>. ,•I;_ ' 
:,. • • I 
_.,. ... '··--· I 
\ 
v~(x) -p(x)e-x + q(x) cosh x. -
The estimates (5.17) and (5.19) show that v'(x) - O for 
n 
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x - oo. Similarly (5 .18), (5 .20)>and (5 .21) sho that v~ (x) 
is bounded near x = 0 if 
\ 1 < k ~ 4 and ~~(x) = 0 Z-k/2) 
if k > '4. The estimate$ for vl.x) near zero imply that 
,, - ..... ' ---.. 
A similar computation shows that vll(x) exists and in fact 
.~ n 
v (x) is a solution of (5.11) foi:-a =,t. Since y (x) is 
n . n · n-
nonnegative in [O,oo), (5.12) makes it clear that v (x) 
n-
is likewise nonnegative. f 
We naw establish the inequality 
Multiplying (5.11) by v {x), integrating from Oto X, and 
n --











a f x1 -ky~ dx + v (X)v 1 (X) o 
n, nn n n 
0 
·By· Holder's inequality we have .. / 
\ \, 
X X 
/ . ( ~ 1-k k+la·x) 1/k+l( r· 1-k k+ld· )k/k+l ~ .'.) x vn . . . JX . Yn x • 
0 0 
Thus by (5.8) and the·normalizatiori cOnd,itipn:(5.3) we obtain 
fr. 
\' ' 
.. _\" . 
-~ .. · .- . 
; '. 
; 
•! . ti 
• , I .: " 
• 
. r .• 
h 
·, 
., ' f ..• " ................ " . ' (°,· ,- I· 
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Since J(vn) ~ an we have by (5.27) that 
J(v ) /., ,J(y ) n .:::a. n -
Since J(vn -yn) ~ O,we have established (5.23), and in case 
vn = Yn' then by (5.11) Yn is a constant multiple of a solu-
tion to (5.1). 
In view of (5.27) and (5.28)., we obtain the estimate 
J(yn) ~a~+ J(vn - yn) 2. an, and we thus have 
Since vn(x) is a3!)admissible function for the variational 
problem, ~(vn} LA. Thus by (5.10), we obt~in the limit 
/relations 
(5.29) lim J(vn) 
n -+ oo 
= lim a = lim J(y) 
n~oo n n-+oo n 
-
·-
On account of ··(S .28)., J(v - -x ) -+ 0 for n 4_oo. If we set n n. 
= e~ and use (5.6) we arrive at the estimate 
j 
(S .JO) f V :\(X} - y (x) ( ~ E , lim € n n n n~oon -- o. / 
In the definition (5.12), we split the integratiot{ into the 
intervals [O,X] and [X, oo), and ,use the estimate (Sol7) · 
for q(x) and obtain 
X 
IYn (X) - an J tl-kg(x, t)y~ dt I 
0 , . 
00 
:,: IYn (X) - vn(x) + an J tl-kg(~,t>Y! dt I 
X 
....... , •. ,.,, ... ""'''1 ................... ~-·«•• ... 
I 
. \· ... ,.... .•. . ..... 
.. ~ . ,' 
r 










' .. : :-· "-'. 
,. 
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I - v (x)I + a sinh X bke-X xl-k 
n n 
E + a bk Xl-k .. 
n n 
As n tends to infinity, y (x) uniform.ly approaches its limit n 
y(x) in [O,X]. At the same time E -+ 0 and a -..A. Conse-n n 
quently ~.-
I f: 1-k · k y(x) - AJ t g(x, t)y dtl 
Moreover, in view of the fact that k > 1, we obtain for X-+ oo 
00 
(5 .31) y(x) = Vtl-kg(x, t)yk dt. 
0 
:The function 
y(x) = limy (x) = lim v (x) 
n-+oon n-+oon 
is then a solution of the integral equation (5 .31). Sin·ce. 
the convergence is uniform for v (x), y(x)-+ 0 for x ~ O n 
.and· x-+ oo. 
1 ·1 
To show that y (x) is a non-trivial solution of (:,' .31), 
:mul·tiply (5 .11) by vn (x) and integrate from X to oo to obtain 
00 .. ' 00 
(5 .32) fcv• 2 + v2)dx = n n 
X 
an fx1-kvny~ dx - v~(X)vn(X) 
X 
since im v (X) = lim v'(X) = X. oon X-+oon O. Now 
"'I 00 00 X Jcv~2 2 ]<v' 2 +v2)dx 
-/cv~2 ·2 + V )dx - + vn)dx . n n - n 
X 0 0 
'"-... X ~ Jcv~2 ) .. ~ A + ... 2 - vn)dx, 
-0 





. ~\ .. 
• _.,,._ .1 ' 
•,,·, -1" _,v, 
"I, 
.. 






I, I' , ' 
:.. 
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and by (5~6) 
00 





[J(yn) ]k-1/2 xl-k J vnyn dx 
X 
Where the last simplifidation is a result of J(v) ~ J(y ). 
n n 
(5~32) leads to the inequality 
X 
·A ~ }<v•2 + v2)dx + a x1-k[J(y )](k+l)/Z_ --v (X)v'(X). 
n n n n n n_ 0 , 
With the aid of (5.24) we can.write .this.as 
X 
f 1-k k a x v y dx n n v 
o· 
If it were true that O = y(x) = lim vn(x) ::= lim yn(x):, then 
in the limit the above would become 
A ~ /\ (k+3) /2xl-k, 
since"--= limr;1J(yn). But this is absurd because}/ > 0 and 
xl-k can be made arbitraril'y small for X large enough. Thus 
y(x) is indeed a non-trivial solution of (5.31).\ 
Since g(x,t) is nonnegatiue in (O,ee), y(x) is also •. By 
differentiating y(x) from (5.31) twice ~ith· respect to x we 
~ . 























= Ak-l y, we see that u ·Satisfies 
u(O) = u( oo) -- 0: 
W~ then have the following theorem. 
THEOREM Sol. There exists a nonnegative solution of (5.1) 
such that u(O) = u(oo) = 0 for 1 < k < 5. Furthermore, if 
1 < k ~ 4, u'(O) is finite. 
,, 
... , 
As a result of the technique used in the proof, Nehari [8] I 
has also established a method of constructing approxima-
~ 
ting solutions to (5.1). In tact he has shown that k = 5 
is critical in that one cannot hav~ a continuous solution 
of (5.1) for which lim u(x)/x - o. ---








: ., "'· ,, ; 
~ ' ' . . 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
We note that in the proof of Theorem (3.1), only 
slight modifications are needed to yield a more general 
result, In fact, the conclusion of this Theorem is true ~ / 
for a general set of ho111:ogeneous boundary conditions. ·· 
This is achieved by an appropriate change in ~he class of 
"'", ... 
admissible functions C,. and requiring the approximating 
u defined by (3 .6) t·o, ~atisfy the same set of homogeneous 
boundary constions. 
This paper, except for Section V~ has been primarily 
related to the question of. oscillation for the second 
order nonline:ar eq.uatiort. This is to be expected since 
-for. each equat.ion we have, investigated, yy" ~ O· so that 
·every solution is concave. However, this variational ty 
... 
of argument has also been employed successfully by Wong {i~ 
to obtain the existence of a unique convex solution.ty to 
the second order nonlinear e·quation 
"' 
-(6.1) ym - yF(y,x) = O, ;~ 
/ 
where F(t,x) satisfies condtions similar to (3o2). In 
fact, he has shown that there is only one solution of the 
cla~s c2 [a,oo) passing th~~gh any point (a,A), A~ O, and 
decreasing monotonically in [a, 00 ). The argument is ·-quite 
I 
interesting in that he-first establishes the result for 
f~te subintervali [c}b] of [a, 00 ) a~d then shows that/a 
·~ < 
suitable limiting process allows one to pass toethe limit 
as the right endpoint b ~ 00 • 
r 
·,.' ' ! ~ • ~ • l, \I',: .. ,; •.; • I • • ' • • 'ti J • .......... ~.,.-::;--:-::;-~ .... 
. .' -~· 
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The extension of the results analagous to Theorem (3.1) 
' I 
' for a class of even order nonlinear equations can also be 
o~tained by obvious modifications of its proof. In fa(., 
the following is a statement of what one can expect. 
THEOREM 6.1 Let C be the family of all non-null functions 
defined on [a,b] which satisfy the normalization condition 
b b 
(6 .2) jy(n} 2dx = fy2F(y2 ,x)dx, · J 
a·· a 
the initial conditions 
( ) _ _ (2n-2) ( ) __ 0 ya--, •.• ,-y . a· , 
' 
and for which the nth der.ivative is piecewise continuous . 
. ['hen for each positive interger n, ifj1{y) is the functional 
.defined by 
b 2 
(6.3) J(y} = j[y(n) - G(y2 ,x)] dx 
a 
the minimal problem 







has a solution y. This minimiztng function is in fact a 
solution 1 of the sy,stem 
y(a) = J •••• J 
... ···• 
y I (b) C = J •••• J 
' 
( I ·,,.,-
• 1'a • I ,I \./" f'I 
'1 . i 
~i' 
-~· \. 
/ I J ' \ I 
= Y(Zn-2) (a) = o; .... 
,; . ../ 
\ 
= y(2n-l){bj = O, o1,, 

































'·, .. _ ' ., ~ . . ' ' ' ,. ,. ' '.,. 
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where F(t,x) satisfies conditions (3.2) and G(t,x) is defined 
by (3 .4). However, thue existence of ·,a solution vanishing 
(k-1) times in the interval (a,b) for each ·positive integer 
·' 
k~ and the ~ucceeding results of Section IV may not be·so. 
easily obtainable. 
Observe that the term (~l)n appears in the equation 
•'·i' 
.. "' . . )· (6.4) because of the form of Euler~·Lagrange equation 
' for functionals containing derivatives of order n. One 
should then also expect to obtain a result for the equation 
ct) 
(6.5) O,n l_, 2, .••• , 
which is a generalization of the result obtained ·o:y w·ortg . .[JJ)..] 
for n = 1. -HoweverJ the obvious modifications do not yield 
'-, 
/ useful results J and more subtle conditions must be found tor 
the'~lass of admissible fun~tions C or for the function 
F(t,x), or both. The problem does indeed become more 
complicated with increasing n becuase the numbe:r of d~:gt¢¢.~: 
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